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Georgetown - IBM 1954

Мы передаем мысли посредством речи.

We transmit thoughts by means of speech.





WMT 2017

“The human evaluation (Section 3) involves asking human 
judges to score sentences output by anonymized systems.”



This task looked incredibly hard
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… and some things seemed impossible
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… and then suddenly solved?



Machine vs. Human: recent internal eval



Dig deeper?

Source Human 
Translation

Machine 
Translation

Rating Comment

Mira el avance del primer 
capítulo de 'La Madame'.

See the progress of the 
first chapter of ‘La 
Madame.’

Watch the preview of the 
first chapter of 'La 
Madame'.

MT Better HT got wrong 
sense for 
“avance”.

Este anuncio ha sido 
marcado para su 
eliminación.

This announcement was 
strong for its elimination.

This ad has been marked 
for deletion.

MT Better HT translated 
word for word.

En el pronóstico por 
regiones, el SMN indicó 
que la Península de Baja 
California mantendrá 
cielo despejado con 
ambiente caluroso a lo 
largo del día, y viento del 
noroeste de 10 a 25 
km/h.

In the regional forecast, 
the SMN reported that 
the Peninsula of Baja 
California will have clear 
skies with hot weather 
throughout the day, and 
winds from the Northeast 
from 10 to 25 km/h.

In the forecast by 
regions, the SMN 
indicated that the Baja 
California Peninsula will 
maintain a clear sky with 
a hot environment 
throughout the day, and a 
northwest wind of 10 to 
25 km / h.

Human Better MT less fluent: no 
sense of how a 
weather forecast 
should sound.



“a contractor for a probably large LSP, working at home and at high 

volumes for less than 10¢/word.  They may or may not be tired or 

distracted today.  They may not have time to review some or all of their 

work for mistakes, and anyway, their incentives are tilted to volume over 

quality. They know that careful review by clients is unlikely and rejection 

of their work for mistakes is even less likely.”

Who is this human we’re comparing to?



Strengths

verifies fundamentals: word choice, syntax.

Strengths and limitations of the sentence task

Limitations

● Humans aren’t necessarily great at doing it.

● Humans aren’t good at rating it.

● Doesn’t account for how translation will be 
used.

● Doesn’t distinguish impact of types of errors.

● Allows as “correct”, translations that may be 
wrong in context.



Achieving “human quality” on this task means it’s time to reflect 
on where we’re really going.

We have the opportunity, and the obligation, to look at the bigger 
picture.

A milestone, not a destination

Let’s o  ut...



Why do we use machine translation?

To understand 

a document, a conversation, a speech…

To express 

a thought, an idea, a request…

To learn about a language



Real use cases

● Read a news article

● Read a social media post

● Read the ingredients list on a package in a store

● Listen to a speaker

● Ask someone for help

● Fill out a form

● Make small talk for social or business 
acquaintance

● Prepare a search index for future use

● Learning: translation to help practice for future 
independent action



Should training for the single sentence be expected to produce 
good results for this case?

Can evaluation of single sentence translations be a good proxy 
for user satisfaction?

Questions to ask



Google observations

About half of Google machine translation volume is for 
web pages.

In Google Translate web app, close to half of users 
surveyed say they are trying to learn a language.

Other large uses:

● Communicate with someone
● Work or business
● Travel or holiday



Translation and Context



Types of Context

● Translation and Documents

● Translation and Conversation

● Translation and Learning

● Translation and Society



Translation and Documents

Common issues

● Style and tone

● Word sense disambiguation

“It was a very good play”

● Loss of time information (aspect vs. tense)

Examples follow

● Loss of subject information (pro-drop)

Examples follow 



Documents: time information



Documents: time information



Llevó una vida poco convencional.

He led an unconventional life.

Documents: pronoun dropping



Llevó una vida poco convencional.

He led an unconventional life.

Documents: pronoun dropping



3 out of 9 personal pronouns 
wrong. These are arguably the 
most severe errors in the 
translation, but are not 
counted by sentence metrics.

Documents: pronoun dropping



Translation of Speech and Conversation

Exciting use case for translation

All the problems of documents, and more:

● Anaphora and backward references even more common
● Tangled up with disfluency issues
● References to objects and situation



word choice third person instead 
of first; verb lost

Speech and Conversation examples



Ethics and social concerns are emerging as major issues for AI 
and Machine Learning.

Machine Translation is no exception.

What will be (are) the large scale impact of widely available, 
high quality MT?

Translation and Society



Impact on endangered and minority languages

Communication across cultures

Effect on linguistic change

Representation of minorities and sensitive or historically 
oppressed groups

Wha  l  ar  e t , no  s s...

Wider impacts of MT



Impact on endangered and minority languages

Probably positive

Speakers generally eager for MT products.

Possible risks:

● Could speed the transition of speakers to the 
more dominant language

● Could MT “flatten” the language - lose nuance, 
regional variation, etc?



We assume more communication is better…

but remember the Douglas Adams quote about the Babel fish.

What are the implications if large groups of people who 
couldn’t understand each other, suddenly can? (Or think they 
can.)

Communication across cultures



Effect on linguistic change

MT learns from data, which today has 
typical characteristics...

● Usually from “higher register”, educated 
writers and speakers

● Limited time window: from dawn of WWW 
to recent past

and some likely biases

● To modern formal educated speech, away 
from informal, vernacular, archaic

● Slow to adopt linguistic innovation



Linguistic change example
Spanish gender



Linguistic change example
Spanish gender

How do you say “everybody” in Spanish?

● todos: traditional, masculine+inclusive(?)
● todos y todas: more modern, explicitly inclusive
● tod@s or todxs: very modern, neutral, but unpronounceable

All are used by some mainstream speakers, all are controversial, all can be 
found in our training data.

Should MT just let the training data “vote”?

What’s the responsibility of the builder of a system that shows a “right” 
answer?



Social Concerns in AI/ML





Translation is very much included



more than gender...

Minority groups 

Neutral terms (e.g “homosexual”) translated to offensive slurs

Politically loaded terms

“Illegal alien”, “undocumented immigrant”

Religious terms
One word for “God” vs. several for different religions



...but gender is one of the biggest challenges



Gender:
what is the right thing to do?

Let the training data vote?
Current behavior, not satisfactory

Flip a coin?
Much harder than it sounds

If ambiguous gender must be resolved for linguistic reasons...

Adopt gender neutral novelties?
May not meet users needs

Where possible, change the task!
● Offer multiple answers with explanation
● Give users more control



Conclusion



The single sentence task is “mostly” solved

Claim 
Given enough in-domain data and enough compute power, we 
can build a system that does the sentence task with similar skill 
to a typical bilingual human. (No fundamental breakthroughs 
needed.)

Claim
This has actually been done for some language pairs in some 
useful domains.

Caveat
Machines will make different types of errors that may be 
recognizable; hard edge cases that humans can do but 
computers can’t will remain.



It is time to look beyond the single sentence task

The research community needs good contextual benchmark 
tasks. (IWSLT2017 is an example and good start.) 

Industry should develop standard practice for evaluating MT in 
context. 

Product developers need to consider the whole workflow and 
user journey.

All MT practitioners need to consider social and ethical 
implications of large scale translation.



Thank You!
macduff@google.com


